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. '
*Erving Goffman has offered us the language of the confidence racket;

"coolir.g the.mark- out," to describe the process by which individuals
,

.

are pOsuaded to accept failure, .-= the, process of social ization out' of
_ ,'' ' ,/ tog'

old roles and self-images and into new ones (Goffman, 1962L The "mark"
.

,-
.is, the vibtim, of the confidence racket, the one whO ends up, with a loss.

,'The mark is. expected, to go On his iqay,. ,a. little wiser; and a l ot ,....,

poorer. SometiNgs, hciwever a.mark 'is not quite prepared to accept., i-
st. . his loss as a g/in in experience 'and-to say and do nothing about

his venture . .. The 'mark may "squawk," "beef," or "come

- through" (Gofflnan-, 1962: 484).- -4

In the case of a tr'oubJesome victim, the necessity of "cooling',;;Effe

mark out" occurs. 1.An.attempt 1",s .made to.,;deftnelthe situation tor!' the mark

A

.

in a way that makes it easy for_him to. accept, the inevitable .antkuietlygo
',. t, ,

7

I .-' /.'

' home. - The mark is given instruction ,ill ',taking a loss"' (Goffmin,..1962: 484:
,':,.

, , .
, ...:
e 0 '

Socialization to the retirement, role, as Goffman himself sUggestS; 1
4

. . 0
,._,

' a good example of sopci al situations ,whi ch ftt the modefOi cOEYVirtg- the mark
. ., .. -. .

out. The reluctant or unprepared, retiree must learn to ,'Agive, ,up the wok

role and self concept attached t it; one mist be soota*zed out, of a role

into which one has been careful, y indifsta, and for many persons about to
s

., , '''

be 'reed. the exit will indeed be perceived to be a floss.
I

. ,.

RETIREMENT
,

A

i

Retirement' is a' reit-el yelp new phenomenon in- itle:Social itiStitutiop. of
. . ,.e

.
. . .

work, having demelope within this century. Cbnip'ulSor.y retirernent, on.
.

the basis .of a seta, d arbitrary.age, is.lo well .i'ngrained 1n the economic
.p.

---i 2 ,

About '50 percent of American workers are .nov employed i,n companies.
-with conw9sory retirement policies. Flexible, individualized ..

, ret.iremOt;,;ts uncommon"' Even where° formal_ age-mandated red reMent-

'does np,t' exist, various presstires coerce the older.worker to retire.
He -.(or,,..s:he) IAA be subjected to subtle hints to leave or to blunt- 0.

' . ,,
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attacks.upon his-ability. Pqor health may force a decision for

early retirement. Sometimes financial incentives, "bonuses, .are

offered to induce isetirement,_and the underlying atmosphere is

like the army joke volunteer or else (Butler, 1975: 70)'.

This short piece is based in part on my assumption that there is some
.

injustice-in mandatory retirement at an arbitrary age, but I do not intend
o

to try to argue that position. I will, rather, try to analyze some of the

processes by which mandatory retirement is effected with as much passive

acceptance as it

The institution-of age-mandated retirement requires the'acquiescence .

of .workers to qeir removal from their jot)S. It is a tribute to the cooling'

I

-out mechanisms at work that the process takes place so smoothly. ., We are

witnessing some lobbying activity in Congress now to end mandatory retirement,

but on the whole the institution of retirement takes place q uietly, and

most Americans subscribe to it.

Is retirement in fact,a "loss," an event to which the loser must be

reconciled? It is,, to the extent that in our system prestige and self worth

are based largely on pccuOtipnafstatustand income;s9Fcmpational status'

is losttorat least releg4ed to the "former" category, and income is almost

invariably reduced by retirement. It is for'imahy f:lerson5also a 4'bss of a

;
, .

,

social network that is dgficult to replace. And finally', it is a loss for
,

#
)/those individuals who'derive intrinsic-satisfaction from the performaike

of their work or profession. It can be, arced that, itisoMe respects

t-etiremeht is a greater loss for wOMen-than'fo6men, although the opposite
.

argument has been prevalenOn-the literature.
.-.

.

THE'OLBER WOMAN -;.-: SPECIACRtTIREMENT RISKS .
!. 4

o ,
4 . kD

.
Why.separate-out women fl- special empMs-Win a study of aging in

r.

general -or A' dumber oti7easOns occur to

,

. '
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-- Most older people are' women. There are three women for every two men

in t 65 ++ age group, And almost twciwomen for every man in tthe 75+ .age

group. r Because of their greater numbers and, thus visibility, women tend to

predominatein ouKStereotypes 1:4' o-rd age.

-- Nevertheless, retirement has (generally ben discussed and researched, 'P.

in terms of men. The neglect of the female model of retirement in the research

and policy literature is striking.

A That neglect is in'tpite of-thefact that the woman facing retirement

is an increasingly common phenomenon, due to the'increased labor force

participation.of women, especially married women. The labor-force partic-ipa

.tion rate for married women rose from 18 percpnt to. 44 percent since 'World

War ix (Reno, 1978).
I ..

- -- Gender undoubtedly accounts for the gre4est'differences in rife

cycle patterns, including the aging end of the life cycle, even when

compared to race and class differences. To understand aging it is essential

to examine men's and women's patterns of aging separately.

.-- Once- male-female differences in aging have been observed, we become

Ware that in some respects liendUory retirement is even less acceptable

for women than for men. Women may be required to retire atAthe same arbitrary

age as men in spite of these facts: the women have entered their careers

much more recently, they can expect to live longer, they are -09orer and 'thus

can less afford to reti're, they are less likely to be married, and thus

are not retiring to a f011 time marital role, and if they are mgrried they

- may be pressured to,retire-even earlier than otherwise.

' Career patterns: Women facing mandatory retirement;ar'a much more likely,
.

than men to have just gotten started at their work careers, perhaps in the
..

. .

last ten to twenty years. Having fulfilled their tenure apt' child- rearing

5
O
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'and re-entered the labors market; they get going just about the time that
-'

they hear their male pee.1-$ ,discussing the posibilities of retirement.

The cohort of women born 1906-1915, and reaching, retirement age in this

decade, peaked sharply inabor force partici atiOn rates during the ages

W .

of 45 to '54. The trend is even' more marked 'f r'th6 succeeding cohort of

women (Malian, 1174)'.

Irivoluntary retirement which.fonows sho tly'Cipon entry into the labor

market is frdstrating enough, but it creates bn additional hazard: That

women .will be involuntarily retired in ten ta twenty years can be used as
.

,

a reason for not sqlecting the mid-life woman foradvanced training_
,

, -

,

lifteppLteLiic : Women `on the average have a greater, number of years
.

to live following 'retirement. At the age of 65 white females may expect

to ve 14.4 more years', compared to only. 10.9 years for ,white males

4 T
[Me politan Life, tr377.). -If old age might be calculated 'in' terms of the

. .

expected number of years left until death, then elder women are in fact not

.

so "old'. as menof the same chronological 'age, and might expect,to have

-additional" years df work before 'they need ta 'retire.

Income: --Women have lower retirement incomes than men, and may therefore

need to work longer% In 1973, for example, the average monthly Social

sSecurity retire ment benefit paid to retired women was S144, and to men it

. ,,.

was $181 (Mal Ian, 1974). Women also have much lower pre retirement -incomes

than men; in 1974 the median income of year-round .full -time women workers'

aged. 5-5 to .64 was $1,044, comp'ared to S12,454 for men in the same category

.
N. S. Bureau of-the Census, 1976).

Widowhood: ':The wohlan. retiree is often portrayed. as maintaining an .

advantage 'over'the maleretee beause she is imagined as'returning to her

primary role of wife and homemaker... In fa-ft, women at retirement age are

.11101..
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muci-ilesS likely.to be married than 'men. in 1975, 82 percent of the men .

paged55 to' 74 were married' (with spouse present), compared to, only. 67

percent of the women aged.55 to 64, and 47 percent of the women dged 65 to

74.-. Widowhood, of course, predominates among thdse women not married,

I

with 42 percent of the 65 o 74-year .Old women widowed (Siegel, 1976: 46).

Synchronization of Spouses' Retirement: Marrjed women may be under

priessure to retire when their hUsbands reach retirement age, several years

on the average before the women do. In a 1972 lurvey,49 Percent of the

married women retiring with Social Security benefits were 62 years old,

whereas only' 32 percent of both the men and the unmarried wren J'etired at

-the age of 62-(Reno,.1973)..

There is some evjdelice that industry isteginnfng to turn. ,its attention-
. . ,

to the synchronization of husbands' and Wives' retirement -as a factor in

or.

the successful adjustment of-workers to retirement. Married women may

thuS find themselves being rus edritjto retirertet at an evenearller,age

than -their husbands, although women may in fact be better sOjted to a later

retirement age than men.

OTHER INTERPRETATIONS OF WOMEN'S RELATIVE- RETIREMENT RISKS Si\

7''S It is contrary to the conventional arguments to compare women's retirement

Tosses unfavorably wi-0 men's. It has often been suggested that a.'womand

adapts more easily tNetii-eMent because she has the role 15-F homemaker to

fall, back upon; a role which she has probably, occupied' or less

,
throughout her adult years and which is a More'priMary role than the work

role (PalmOre,1965; Heyman0970;;Sheldo-n.etal., 1975) In a retirement

study conducted in the fifties, for example, one hypothesis was that men

would be more reluctant to retire-than women, becdlise "men are more devoted

to the work tole and women, having hOmemaker role as an alternate possibiltty
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.

voi.N be more willing to retire." '(The result "were the opPOsite, withthe

women more'reluctant than the men to retire.. Dtrefb and Schneider, '1971] .)

Another"explanation of why retirement may be less problematic for

women than for men is.often offered', It is that women in fact face a

N.

; sequence of "involuntary retirement from their major toles: the empty

nest, widowhood; and the husband's own retirement. Retirement from their.

Own-work role is therefore thought bysome to be less traumatic.

Disengagement from-the employmedt role is similar toothen transi-

tional periods in the-lives bf women such as the cessation 'of

parental duties, the end of fertility, and/or widowhood.' Most people

do ndt invest 'their fotaltemotional energy in any one activity, an

therefore the reaction -'of loss is not 01-.encompassing (Engel, 197f:70).

4'

r

.1

It is perhaRs only fair to present evidence that, is contrary to the

- ,

idea that women,have special dir culties.in faci mandatofy L-.tifeMent.facing

in.a study of recent.retirees
$
in Boston, women /were somewhat more likely

1 .
. ..,.

t report adjustment to 'retirement than`men, and'.reported adjustment to

L .

have taken place.faster; (there were no 'sex differences on the measure of

orale). On the 'other hand, women in the sample were clustered inCthe

erica'N'and sales worker categOries; were under-representative ofWomen

n the pro.f?ssions, and were much less lti1kely than the men to haveiked

hei-jhs (Sheldon, ivicEwan,q, Ryser, 19755). A comparison ,of men's, and

dmen's adjustmentheet to control fo,9ccupational status.

OGLING-04.1i MECHANISMS

If individuals,do not adjus.t to theIr retirement status, or if the
A

anticipation of.involuntary,retirement detracts from their productivity

on the job or,the moraYeof other.workgrs, then they - led to be cooled out.

A-
.

With the assistance .of theconfidence racket analogy,`it is possible to
-/'

,

, - #

identify certain Ichanisms,of cooling out. They include the formal

.

41,

I
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socialization procedures of.pre-retirement prepafttion, and the informal'

systems of coMperisatjon and theoretical rationales.

The Power of Positive Thinking: Pre- "retirement counseling has become a

.big business in the last few years, It provides an essential social 'benefit

, ..

. in that prep atiov011ears to
,

be,,one of the'key factors in a successful ;

1-vadjustmnt" o old ,age, and- knowledge about taxes, insurancet,health, and

available services is isurely'a necessary educational preparation fOr retirement.

-,11 1
.

Mot pre - retirement educational Program, howepr, go beyond Providing
_

information and friaitain the objective of changing-attitudes toward retire-

ment. yorkers:are helped to develop a positive feeling toward/their

4"
retirement- -- a cl r case of cooling out', on thevery'face of it. (As,amatter

4<4g.a e
of fact, I su scribe to theprinciple of pre-retirement preparation and

.

.

,

partitipate in it; I can nevertheless recognize the cooling oull aspects of

sueh preparation.)' industry and government have demonstrated a great

interest Wproviding prerretirement orepatation programs,-evidencing the .

.

concern of the'private and public sectors for the trouble-free adjustment. ,

of wsrkers to the end of their work careers.
s.

t
41m

Compensation: As Goffman-points out, one cool procedure is an

agreement bywhch the mark acts as it he were leaving of his own accoed,

.?

and-the con man presemNstheillusion,
/Y
A -4- .

Po. A man can say-illmself andothers that he is happy to retire frpm
,
his job and say this with more conviction if he is able ta-goint to

.., ,

- a comfortable pension. in this sense, pensions are automatq,devices
fe.' providing consolatiOn COoffmam, 1962: 496).

. ,
'4t

The assic social -- institution for cooling people out of /their jobs

is the system of'pensions and Social Seurity. The rationale for requiring
\

-.... /

.

workers to :leave- the labor.force at some point in their careers is based on

the need to make room for younger workers and on the declining productivity

of workers at some upper age limit. In exchange for leaving the work force

9'
.4

4

M4
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.

the worker is provided by industry government, and his own ccintcibutions

with'an alternative so.urce of income. The gold watch presentation at the

retirement dinner nicely symbolizes' the process of showing someone the door
7

. ......--

. and making it 'rook' like a 'polite gesture.

There is, another form of what Goffman calls "bribery, nhmely offering
i

-
the compensation of a whole0,a- thy of benefits 'to which older perso,ns become

entitled on the' basis of chronologiCal age alone. Thus, a worker of 65 may

need to vacate his job, but in turn he now rides for half- fare on the b'us,

gets into the movies at a reduced admission, and_does not need to pay,

a service charge for his checking account.' When in fact' the lobbying

efforts in opposition to.mandatory. retirement really gA rolling, they

will need to come to grips with the irony of opposing -discrimination in work
. t

on the basis' of chronological age, and at .the game time accep,ng benefitg
_

'based on age alone (Cain, 1974).

Rationales for Retirement: Many jobs are unrewarding - involving long

hours, hard physical'exertion,Qr drudgery, with little intrinsic job

satisfaction for the -worker. (Women have found themselves in these jobs
A 4

in large .numbers .) NTo remove *the.wOrker from the Sob is to'reward her. '

Many of us; of course, would feel that the. real,justice would be to restructure
.....

_ Ahe work situation. .,
.

.
' .

t
. .

.... One of the early studies in the relatively 'new field of soda' ,
.

.

gerontology provided- a theoretical rationale for-the "disengagement" of

the aged.from their social- roles, al2d from their work roles in particular

(.Cumming & Henry, )961). Disengagement. was thought to be a universal,

inevitable and. mutual withdrawal-jsy the aged ;individual. and by society,

and to be funCtional both- for the society and for the individual.

Disengagement; as a, functional theory,'has been disputed and-modified, but. it .

-
4--
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stands as an early example of the theoretical justification for the removal

of the bider person from hi,s worc.role,for his :own good and for the good of

the.society. What-is natUral, universal, and inevitable can.fiardly be
$

argued. with.
.,

, CONCLUSDN ,
,..

. e
(

.

P

. Age-mandated retirement affects both. men and women adversel.yalthough

.

in somewhat 'different ways, and we need to.be aware of the effects.on, both

sexes. -Thos who wish to irltervene-to alter the socialization procedures

into' the retirement role will -Ellen be bette r informed and will perhaps.

accomplish some improvement for both men and women.

Persuading the American wo rker to` ,retire gracefully and not rock the

boat seemsoto be a:relatfyely easy accomplishment, al- though some bf those

workers are now beginning to "squawk." 'It is at lea4 a lot easier tflan'

, - i
- .

-

cool-ling the' out must have been in those ancient or primitive societies'
.

.

.-

in.whch the aged were. set on an -ice floe or on ,the top of the mountain'to°

,die because the,limited resources of the community could not support them.

D Beauvoir (-157()) draws from the JWanese novel, Narayama, in which the

ie luctant old man must be 'forced te-ZN death, in contrast to the piobs
. \ .

old woman wfidctoes out of -her own convictions moo, the top of,the mountain to'

..
. ,

die, successfully cooled out.

v.

r
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